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Chapter 4 Prototype Implementation 
 

In this chapter, we implement a prototype of the selection model in this research. 
This prototype realizes the theoretical design and illustrates the reliability of selection 
model. We describe the architecture, design, and environment of the prototype in the 
following section. After that, we compare the selection result with the method used in 
other research to prove the accuracy of our method. 

 
4.1 Prototype Platform and System Structure 
 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the processes of selection model include business 
application analysis, data mining algorithm analysis, and selection model itself. 
Building functions and managing necessary information of each process are required 
to put selection model into practice, because using information tool would be more 
efficient to execute complex mapping rules. 
 

In our implementation, we choose ASP.NET as our programming language and 
Microsoft Windows Server 2003 as operating system. Business application 
input/output interface receives requirement description and specification. Selection 
system analyses the description and specification into practical solving steps, and then, 
mapping these steps and characteristics to suitable algorithm. Algorithms and its 
related information are stored in algorithms management system. 
 

The processes of selection model need algorithms’ information and mapping 
rules. We choose Microsoft SQL Server 2005 to be our data storage. Another reason 
to use Microsoft SQL Server 2005 is that its analysis service contains data mining 
utility and many business applications are bundled to these utility, so further 
demonstrating the feasibility of selected data mining algorithm on certain business 
application by executing this algorithm on actual data is possible. 
 
4.2 Prototype System Design 
 
4.2.1 Database Design 
 

Database design is a critical work, because the way we use to analyze and 
characterize data mining methods and business applications decides the correctness of 
selection. As we have explained in Chapter 3 that every data mining methods can be 
described by AL, IN, and OT, and every business applications can be described by PP, 
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CH, and PO. Because these notations are broad concepts, items in these concepts must 
be enumerated concretely to implement selection model.  

 
Figure 4-2 presents the ER diagram of selection database. Besides basic signs, 

we adapt minimum and maximum notation, which is represented as (m,n) alongside 
relationship line, to denote entities’ relationship more precisely.  

 
Business application and data mining method are the two main entities in this 

figure. Data mining method is defined by three attributes including algorithm steps, 
input data unit, and output data unit. There are three weak entities in this diagram: 
processing step, processing characteristic, and processing outcome. Processing step 
depends on business application, and then, processing characteristic and processing 
outcome depend on processing step. Weak entity can not exist without it’s dependent 
entity, and this kind of relation is called identifying relationship. There are also three 
“map to” relationship between processing characteristic and input data unit, 
processing step and algorithm steps, processing outcome and output data unit. The 
number besides these “map to” relationship means, for example, a processing 
characteristic may find zero or multiple corresponding input data unit on mining side.  

 

 

Figure 4 - 1 ER Diagram for Selection Model Database 
Source: This research 
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4.2.2 Function Design 
 

Function design includes user interface, selection system, and algorithm 
management system, as shown in Figure 4-2. User interface handles business 
application information input and selection result output, it guides user through each 
information collection and presentation stage.  

 
Selection model is in charge of analytical works. Connected items in business 

side are accessed, and sent into mapping function to find applicable data mining 
methods.  

 
Algorithm management provides database access and data manipulation. 

Database access is one of the major activities in almost every process. Algorithm 
definition and mapping rules are critical to selection model. This information decides 
the correctness and capability of our framework, so adjustment and update are 
necessary to maintain this system. 
 

 
Figure 4 - 2 Prototype System Function Design 

Source: This research 
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 In this section, the process of selection model will be displayed by actually 
manipulate the system. The functions we will go through are shown in Figure 4-3. 
First, user input business application, and then, business application analysis module 
search for processing steps which relate to this business application and list on the 
screen. Second, user pick the processing steps they need, and business application 
analysis module find out related processing characteristic and processing outcome. 
Third, user chooses characteristics and outcome which are involved to complete the 
input stage.  
 
 Information input above will be send to characteristics mapping module. The 
functions of characteristic mapping realize the principles of selection model, and data 
mining methods that match all requirements are derived. At last, the selection result 
and all user-input information will be arranged in output user interface. 
 

 
Figure 4 - 3 Function Flow 

Source: This research 
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Step1. Choose one business application from the list. 
 

 

Figure 4 - 4 Implementation Display Step One 
Source: This research 
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Step2. Choose processing step from the list under cross selling. 
 

 
Figure 4 - 5 Implementation Display Step Two 

Source: This research 
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Step3. Select processing characteristics and processing outcome of the processing step 
in cross selling. Then, push the “Next” button to start characteristic mapping. 
 

 
Figure 4 - 6 Implementation Display Step Three 

Source: This research 
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Step4. After a short period of computation, selection decision has been made. All 
information including business side and mining side are shown in this output area. 
Additionally, there is a comparison between the original selection in literature and the 
method recommended by selection model to judge the correctness of our model.  
 

 
Figure 4 - 7 Implementation Display Step Four 

Source: This research 
 

There four possible options of comparison result: 
1. Same: “selection result” and “original selection” completely match. 
2. Superset: methods in “selection result” contain “original selection”. 
3. Subset: methods in “selection result” are contained by “original selection”. 
4. Different: “selection result” and “original selection” have no converge. 




